SOME RESULT ON THE EXISTENCE OF SOLUTIONS OF OPERATOR EQUATIONS IN CONTINUOUS FUNCTION SPACES

Introdgotion
The existence of solutions of initial and boundary value problems for ordinary differential and differential-functional equations, the existence problems for integro-functional and functional equations lead us to a fixed point problem for an appropriate operator in soma function space, usually in C(I, R n ) space. Here C(I, R n ) is the Banach space of all continuous functions defined on the interval I -[a,b], 0<a<b, with values in a real-dimensional space R n , ||*|| will denote a norm in R n .
In the literature we can find man; particular results conoerned with the problem, including those obtained by the clasical Banach contraction mapping principle, the comparison method, the Sohauder fixed point theorem and by the more recent results employing measure of noncompactness or degree of mapping notions.
In the present paper we intend to describe a wide class of operators in C(I, R n ) for which the fixed point result can be established by the direct use of the Sahauder theorem. The main idea of the paper is: for a given operator defined in C(I, R n ) one has to find such a common modulus of continuity of all functions of some bounded, olosed convex subset of C(I, R n ) which remains the same for all images by this operator of the elements of the subset mentioned* We will find the mentioned modulus of continuity as a solution of some functional inequality related to the operator considered. It seems that the result of the present paper could not be establised by the direot use of the measure of nonaompaotness method (see [1] In view of this we oan oonfine our considerations to the functional equation
We introduoe the following assumption. Assumption H^.
Assume that 1° there exists a nondeoreasing operator r : C(I, R+) --C(It R+), R+ • [0, +oo), and cm element x eC(I, R n ) such that for any xeC(I, R n ),
and l(u,v)(t) -v + I : I (t-b)t utv eR n .
(1) Pat K(x 0 ,g) «{x|xeC(I, R n ), ||x(t)-x 0 (tl|| <g(t), tei}.
Clearly K(x 0 ,g) is a bounded olosed and convex subset of C(I, R n ). Moreover according to (2) and (3) we get F(K(x Q ,g))c c K(x 0 ,g). Unfortunately we oannot apply the Sohauder theorem beoause in the general case the operator F is not oonpact. But under some additional assumptions we will find a compact subset of K(x Q ,g) which is invariant with respect to the operator P.
Let A be a fixed non-empty set, let F(A, R + ) denote the set of all mappings from A to R + and OeVcp(A, R + ). We take the following assumption. (6) 'j(u) ^ffl (u,-jf(o)(*,u))), uel 0 .
M. Kwaplaz
Note that for our further consideration It is enough if the function f is defined only on some interval [o f 6], 6 >o.
How we can formulate Theorem 1.
If the assumptions H^ and Hg are satisfied then there exists in K(x 0 ,g) at least one solution of the equation (1).
Proof. In order to prove the theorem we take the function determined by condition 3° of Assumption Hg and we define the set
It is obvious that the set S(fl) is a convex and compact subset of C(I, R n ). We easily prove that S(^) is Invariant with respeot to the operator F, i.e. P(S(|))cS(
, j], Because of the relation P(K(x 0 ,g))c K(x 0 ,g), it is enough to observe that according to the evaluations (4)- (6) for any x e S(-j-) and t, s e I we get ||(Px)(t)-{Px)(s)||^i2(lt-s|,||x(o<(.,t))-x(oc(.,s))||)^
I t-s |, tf M •, | t-s |)) K yC I t-s |).
This means that Fx e Sift). Now the assertion of the theorem is implied by the Schauder fixed point theorem.
3. Discussion of the assumptions Let us discuss some special cases and possible applications of Theorem 1. First we observe that Assumption H^ is fulfilled if the operator F is bounded, i.e. if there exists a continuous function M : I-*-R + such that || (Fx) (t j|| ^ M(t), tel. Now the operator r does not depend on x and we can assume that r(i|x-x 0 ||)(t) = ||x 0 lt)|| + M(t), so for g(t) we can get the right-hand side of the last equation. This is the simplest possible case. Otherwise the opert»-tor r should preserve the specific features of the operator F, i.e. it should be an integral or integro-functional if 9 is of this kind. Having the operator r fixed we need to find a solution of inequality (3) .
The discussion of possible speoial oases of the operator Si and the function u> appearing in Assumption Hg seems to be more difficult and interesting.
1) The simplest case appears if the operator SI does not depend on the seoond variable, i.e.
zeV.
Now we can take » m(u). This is the case which usually occur in disoussiona of the existenoe problem for integral equations. Clearly this includes the existenoe problems for initial and boundary value problems for ordinary differential and differential-delay equations. Evidently the discussion of properties of the set A and the function GO has no meaning in this case.
2) Another rather simple case occurs if the set A is a one-point set, say-A • {t}* Now we can assume that F(A, R + J • » R + , V » R + and £(u,2j -m(u,zj, uel 0 , z e R + .
The functions « and co appearing in the condition 1° of Assumption Hg we can oonsider as functions of one variable. The evaluations (4) and (5) now take the form
I «(t J -a(s)| < u(| t -s|) ||(FxJ(t)-(Fx)(s)|| ^ m(| t-s |,||x(o<(t) )-x(a(s) )|| ), t,s el.
For ^ we take a solution of the functional inequality tf(u)»m(u,'5(«(u))), n€l 0 . The case described we meet usually in discussions of the existence problem for the integro-functional equations of the form / r(t) \ x(t) = ft, f g(t,s,x(s))ds, x(o«t)) . \ P(t) /
3) The more general case we have if the set A={l,2,...,r|. Now we assume that F(A, R + ) » R* = V, There are possible further generalizations of Assumption Hg. For instanc.e, if in Assumption H^ we assume that o^ depends on x t then we need to assume that there exist some additional functions oc 2 and cdg whioh play with respect to the function o< 1 the same role as functions ou and («L play in Assumption Hg with respect to the function oc. This prooess can be iterated man; times.
Remarks
The method described in this paper oan be easily extended to the equations of type (1) with the unknown function of multidimensional variable. Also an extension of the method for operators F in Lp(a,b) is possible.
The present paper essentially developes an idea whioh in particular cases can be found in [2]- [7] .
